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Bubble dynamics and size distributions during focused
ultrasound insonation
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The deposition of ultrasonic energy in tissue can cause tissue damage due to local heating. For
pressures above a critical threshold, cavitation will occur, inducing a much larger thermal energy
deposition in a local region. The present work develops a nonlinear bubble dynamics model to
numerically investigate bubble oscillations and bubble-enhanced heating during focused ultrasound
~HIFU! insonation. The model is applied to calculate two threshold-dependent phenomena occurring
for nonlinearly oscillating bubbles: Shape instability and growth by rectified diffusion. These
instabilities in turn are shown to place physical boundaries on the time-dependent bubble size
distribution, and thus the thermal energy deposition. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research on the effects of therapeutic ultrasound d
back at least 70 years. Biological, physical, and chem
effects due to high intensity ultrasound, sometimes coup
with cavitation activity, have been observed by several
searchers who essentially established the field of therape
ultrasound.1–3 In addition to causing mechanical damag
cavitation has been observed to affect and, under the r
conditions, enhance heat deposition from ultrasound.4–9

The preceding list of work on bubble-enhanced heat
was reviewed in Holt and Roy,10 who also observed bubble
enhanced heating in an agar-based tissue-mimicking p
tom from focused MHz-frequency ultrasound. Their findin
were characterized by a threshold dependence and enha
but often erratic heating above the threshold. They also m
eled the two dominant mechanisms for bubble-enhan
heating: Viscous dissipation from bubble oscillations and
sorption of the sound emitted by oscillating bubbles. Qu
titative estimates for thermal power deposition from a sin
oscillating bubble were on the order of 10 mW, compared
;1 W from absorption of the incident ultrasound wave
Though their findings established quantitatively that h
deposition from cavitation could account for their enhanc
heating measurements, neither their model nor their exp
mental results~nor other groups results! could provide any
guidance as to the bubble sizes responsible for the enha
heating. We will return to this point.

Edson11 extended the work of Holt and Roy by adding
passive cavitation detector~PCD!12 to monitor the presence
of bubbles. His experimental results showed that the P
detected~by detecting broadband acoustic emissions abov
MHz with a primary field of 1 MHz! inertial cavitation co-

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
xmyang@olemiss.edu
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incident with enhanced heating. In addition, he calculated
bubble-related power deposition in a reasonable param
space, and, by estimating the number of bubbles in the ge
be on the order of 10–100, he could account for the obser
cavitation-enhanced temperature rise.

In recent work, Baileyet al.13 studied the effect of over-
pressure on focused ultrasound lesion shapesin vitro. They
found at high intensity levels, lesions formed with no ove
pressure, were tadpole shaped, and shifted into the pref
region, but lesions formed with high overpressure remain
cigar shaped. They concluded this result supported the
pothesis that bubbles contributed to the tadpole-shaped
sion distribution.

An in vivo experimental investigation of bubble
enhanced heating is reported by Sokkaet al.14 These authors
monitored lesion formation in rabbit thigh while monitorin
temperature via magnetic resonance imaging~MRI!. They
observed a faster temperature rise within the first few s
onds and higher overall temperature in the bubble-enhan
exposures than the sonications without bubble formati
consistent with the observations in Ref. 10. The lesions c
ated with the gas-bubble-enhanced heating exposures
two to three times larger by volume, consistently mo
spherical in shape and closer to the transducer than the
trol exposures, in accordance with the observations repo
in Ref. 13.

Hilgenfeldt et al.15,16 modeled the energy deposite
from bubbles ofmm size and driven by diagnostic ultrasoun
pulses. They considered the effect of viscous dissipation
acoustic emissions from bubbles allowed to oscillate non
early. They reported that the strong absorption of the acou
radiation from nonlinearly oscillating bubbles results in
temperature rise as high as 100 K for driving pressure aro
3 MPa at a distance of 1mm from the bubble surface
Chavrieret al.17 also investigated the emissions from nonli
early oscillating bubbles and the resulting absorption of
il:
3423423/9/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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sound; a ‘‘global attenuation coefficient’’ is used in their e
ergy equation to account for the presence of the bub
enhanced heating owing to bubble acoustic emissions. T
used their model to predict prefocal lesion growth when
bubble density exceeds 500 bubbles per cubic mm. Bot
these numerical models employed an ideal gas assump
with a uniform temperature for the bubble interior dynami
Neither of these models considered the effects of vary
viscosity. Finally, neither of these models includes bub
shape instabilities or growth/dissolution via gaseous m
diffusion.

Though not the subject of the present paper, we note
our results here will be generally applicable to the occ
rence of cavitation-related bioeffects other than enhan
heating. Thus, we note here that acoustically induced cav
tion has been shown to play an important role
hemolysis,18–21 hemostasis,22–24 and drug transport,25 espe-
cially in the context of thrombolysis.26–31

Though the importance of cavitation bubbles in the co
text of therapeutic ultrasound is thus well established,
attempt to quantitatively account for the contributions
bubbles to the heating~or any other effect! must rely on an
inference of the bubble size distribution, as bubble dynam
at a fixed driving frequency is very sensitive to the bub
equilibrium radius. Since such a distribution is difficult
measure, we turn our focus toward calculating the bub
size distribution by incorporating shape and growth instab
ties into a model for bubbles in therapeutic ultrasound. Ta
together, these two threshold-dependent instabilities will
fine an allowed bubble size distribution.

II. BUBBLE DYNAMICS MODEL

A comprehensive review of bubble dynamics may
found in The Acoustic Bubble.32 In what follows, a Newton-
ian fluid bubble dynamics model is assumed. We integr
the Newtonian model over a large viscosity range, fro
0.001 Pa s to 0.5 Pa s. The choice of a large range of vis
ity is to supplement this Newtonian fluid assumption; in
ality we may expect tissue to behave as a viscoelastic m
rial, and one of the features of such materials is sh
thinning.

A. Radial motion equation

Throughout this work, the radial equation of motion w
use is the so-called Keller–Miksis equation which was fi
derived by Keller and Miksis,33,34 and has the form,

S 12
Ṙ

cL
DRR̈1

3

2 S 12
1

3

Ṙ

cL
D Ṙ2

5
1

r
S 11

Ṙ

cL
1

R

cL

d

dtD pB

2
1

r
S 11

Ṙ

cL
D S p`2psS t1

R

cL
D D , ~1!

where dots denote time derivatives,R is the bubble radius,cL

is the sound speed in the surrounding medium,r is the den-
sity of surrounding medium,p` is the ambient pressure
ps(t) is the applied acoustic field pressure, andpB is the
3424 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004
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pressure on the surrounding medium side of the interf
between the medium and the bubble.pB is related to the
internal pressurep of bubble by the following formula:

p5pB1
2s

R
14m

Ṙ

R
, ~2!

wheres is the surface tension coefficient, andm is the shear
dynamic viscosity. The sound field we chose in this study
sinusoidal:

ps~ t !5pa cosvt, ~3!

wherepa is the acoustic amplitude andv is the driving an-
gular frequency. Most therapeutic applications of ultrasou
rely on rather long tone bursts, approximating continuo
wave conditions. Our model is not limited to sinusoidal for
ing, but experimental and numerical results show that w
our experimental material parameters, sound fields in tis
and tissue-mimicking media are very weakly nonline
therefore the harmonics ofv are unimportant for the bubble
dynamics for the current applications.

B. Internal pressure

To solve the above radial equation, the internal press
of bubble is needed. A model for the internal temperature
pressure of the bubble is described in detail in Prospe
et al.35 and Kamathet al.36 This model accounts for hea
transport by convection and conduction to and from the s
rounding medium. The model was derived by assuming
ideal gas and spatial uniformity of the gas pressure inside
bubble. The internal pressurep can be found by integrating

ṗ5
3

R F ~g21!K
]T

]r U
R

2gpṘG , ~4!

whereg is the ratio of the specific heats of the gas andK is
the gas thermal conductivity. The gas temperature fi
T(r ,t) is obtained from

g

g21

p

T S ]T

]t
1v

]T

]r D5 ṗ1
1

r 2

]

]r S kr 2
]T

]r D ~5!

with

v5
1

gp F ~g21!K
]T

]r
2

1

3
r ṗG , ~6!

wherev is the radial velocity of the gas inside of the bubb
The temperature boundary condition for a relatively cold l
uid, such as water at normal ambient temperature, is,

T@r 5R~ t !,t#5T` , ~7!

whereT` is the undisturbed liquid temperature.
The solution of this set of equations of motion~1!–~7!

requires numerical integration. Kamath and Prosperetti
veloped a Galerkin spectral method which we employ in t
work. The ODE solver ODE15s inMATLAB is used to solve
the resulting set of ODEs.
Yang et al.: Bubble dynamics in high-intensity focused ultrasound
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C. Stability of a spherical bubble

An oscillating spherical bubble can also develop sha
oscillations. An instability to wavy surface perturbations w
cause shape oscillations of a spherical bubble. Plesset,37 Eller
and Crum,38 Prosperetti,39 Hilgenfeldt et al.,40 and Hao and
Prosperetti41 have modeled the stability of a spherical surfa
using spherical harmonics to describe the perturbations. C
sider a small axisymmetric distortion of the spherical int
faceR(t),

r 5R~ t !1an~ t !Pn~u! , ~8!

wherePn is the Legendre polynomial of degreen andan(t)
is the amplitude. The shape distortion consists of a supe
sition of surface oscillations whose amplitudes are given
an(t). The problem is to determine how thean(t) behave.

Holt and Gaitan42 and Gaitan and Holt43 have reported
experimental observations of the onset of shape instab
for a bubble in water. A comparison of those experimen
results with predictions~Hao and Prosperetti41 and Prosper-
etti and Hao44! shows quantitative agreement regardi
moden observed and dependence on bubble size for all m
els of bubble oscillation. For the radial model Eq.~1!, and
with the following approximations~9!–~12!, Hao and
Prosperetti41 document that good quantitative agreement c
be expected in the single bubble sonoluminescence ra
corresponding to inertially collapsing bubbles where
driving frequency is around 20 kHz and driving pressure
0.8–1.4 atm.

The equation governing the time evolution of thean(t)
is

än1Bn~ t !ȧn2An~ t !an50 ~9!

with

An~ t !5~n21!
R̈

R
2

bns

rR3

1
2nṘ

R3 F2bn1n~n12!~n21!
1

112d/RG ~10!

Bn~ t !5
3Ṙ

R
1

2n

R2 F2bn1
n~n12!2

112d/RG , ~11!

wherebn5(n21)(n11)(n12), n is the kinematic viscos-
ity, an is the amplitude of thenth surface mode, and th
boundary layer thickness d5min(An/v,R/2n)
~Prosperetti,45 Brenneret al.,46 and Hilgenfeldtet al.40! The
ordinary differential Eq.~9! can then be solved numericall
using numerical values ofR, Ṙ, and R̈ from Eq. ~1!. To
finally determine the threshold for breakup plotted in t
figures, the criterion max(uan(t)u/R(t))>1 is used for breakup
via shape instability.

D. Rectified diffusion

The shape instability threshold is not enough to yield
bubble size. For a shape-stable bubble, its equilibrium ra
may grow, shrink, or in certain rather rare cases rem
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004 Yan
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stable because of rectified diffusion~Eller and Flynn!.47 To
determine the growth or dissolution of bubbles we integr
the following equation~Fyrillas and Szeri!:48

dR0

dt
5R0v0

RgT`r

Mp`

1

Pe S 11
4s

3R0p`
D 21

3
~ci2c0^pG* ~t!&t̂!

E
0

` dU

^~3U1x3~t!!4/3& t̂

~12!

whereRg is the universal gas constant,R0 is the equilibrium
radius of bubble,v0 is the natural frequency of the bubble
T` is the temperature of the surrounding liquid,r is the
density of liquid,M is the molecule weight of gas inside th
bubble,p` is the ambient pressure,Pe is thePéclet number,
s is the surface tension,ci is the dissolved gas concentratio
c0 is the saturation concentration in the liquid,pG* is the
dimensionless pressure inside the bubble,t is the dimension-
less time defined ast5t/v0 , x is the dimensionless bubbl
radius defined asR5xR0 , andU is the dimensionless radia
coordinate in the liquid, and angled brackets denote a fou
order time average. The validity of this method depends
the Péclet number being large, which can be easily satisfi
in most cases. The rectified diffusion threshold is given wh
the growth rate is zero

ci2c0^pG* ~t!&t̂50, ~13!

which is identical to Eller and Flynn’s result.47

III. RESULTS

We chose the range of viscosity from 0.001 Pa s to
Pa s for simulations, which covered most of the possible v
cosity coefficients encountered in human soft tissue. We
vestigate a bubble size range from 0.01mm to 50mm. The
driving frequency used in all the simulations is 1 MHz. Oth
parameters used in the simulation arecL51600 m/s,
s50.0725 N/m,T`520 °C, p`51 atm, andr51100 kg/m3.
These values correspond to the properties of tiss
mimicking phantoms used in our experiments.10,11,49,50For
more details on the calculations and other results, the re
is referred to Ref. 50.

A. Stability boundaries

Figures 1–3 show overviews of the bubble dynamics
acoustic pressurespa51.0 MPa and 2.5 MPa, at an excita
tion frequency of 1 MHz~for more details and calculation
the reader is referred to Yang!.50 The threshold for breakup
via shape instability~labeled SI, calculated for the most un
stable mode at each bubble size and viscosity!, the threshold
for growth by rectified diffusion~labeled RD, calculated for
a variety of dissolved gas concentrations!, and the threshold
for inertial cavitation~labeled IC, defined conventionally a
an expansion of the bubble to a size greater than twice
equilibrium radius!51,52 are all plotted on the same graph
order to facilitate identification of bubble behaviors.

Figure 1 plots all three thresholds for an acoustic pr
sure of 1.0 MPa at 1 MHz for a gas-saturated medium. O
nucleated, the only bubbles which will survive are tho
3425g et al.: Bubble dynamics in high-intensity focused ultrasound
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FIG. 1. Pa51.0 MPa, f 51 MHz, and 100% gas satu
ration. Rectified diffusion~RD100, dashed line!, shape
instability ~SI, thin solid line!, and inertial cavitation
~IC, thick solid line with stars! thresholds. Below RD
bubbles grow. Below IC bubbles collapse inertially. B
low SI bubbles break up from shape instabilities.
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which are diffusively stable~on the RD threshold!, or those
which grow. In this space, a positive slope on the RD thre
old line represents an unstable equilibrium, and a nega
slope is stable. Bubbles below the RD threshold gro
Breakup via SIs bounds the region of surviving bubbles—
bubbles below the SI threshold line exceed the criterion
breakup via SI. Finally, since the experimental evidence
coincidence of broadband noise emissions detected by P
always accompanies the observation of the onset of
hanced heating, we conclude that some fraction of the c
tation bubbles are collapsing inertially. The IC threshold li
represents a minimal threshold for inertial collapse, and t
represents a boundary for the initial stages of cavitation
tivity. Thus, there is a wedge-shaped region in the param
space for allowed bubble sizes, which in fact encompas
bubbles between 0.02 and 10mm.

Figure 2 plots all three thresholds for an acoustic pr
sure of 2.5 MPa at 1 MHz for a gas-saturated medium. T
3426 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004
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situation is somewhat more complicated. The shape st
and shape unstable regions for this higher pressure ar
longer simply connected; note the islands of instability
small bubbles between viscosity values 0.02 and 0.005 P
The size of the allowed region has increased, and adm
bubbles with radii as small as 10 nm and as large as 17mm.

Figure 3 shows the effect of changing dissolved gas c
centration. When the gas concentration decreases from 1
to 10%, the threshold does not shift very much, but fro
10% to 0.1%, there is a large difference between the ca
lated thresholds, with the growth region dramatically shrin
ing for decreasing dissolved gas concentration. One exp
to find nearly saturated media in the body. However,
violent enough bubble collapse, sonoluminescen
results42,40 have shown that only the noble gases particip
in diffusion; N2 and O2 are dissociated during collapse an
chemically bonded in water. This effect would expand t
potential range of effective dissolved gas concentrations
-

by
FIG. 2. Pa52.5 MPa, f 51 MHz, and 100% gas satu
ration. Rectified diffusion~RD100, dashed line!, shape
instability ~SI, thin solid line!, and inertial cavitation
~IC, thick solid line with stars! thresholds atPa

51 MPa, f 51 MHz. Below RD bubbles grow. Below
IC bubbles collapse inertially. Below and enclosed
SI bubbles break up from shape instabilities.
Yang et al.: Bubble dynamics in high-intensity focused ultrasound
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FIG. 3. Pa52.5 MPa, f 51 MHz, and variable dis-
solved gas concentration. The inertial cavitation~IC!
and shape instability~SI! thresholds are as in Fig. 2. Al
other lines are the RD thresholds for dissolved gas c
centrations of 100%~RD100!, 75% ~RD75!, 50%
~RD50!, 20% ~RD20!, 10% ~RD10!, 1% ~RD1!, and
0.1% ~RD01! relative to saturation. The two arrow
show two paths for qualitatively different bubble beha
ior. For these two paths, the viscosities are~a! 0.002
Pa s; and~b! 0.02 Pa s. The total growth times for eac
path when the dissolved gas concentration is 10%
~a! 1.38e-5 s; and~b! 1.57 s. The initial radius for both
paths isR0(t50)550 nm.
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cavitation zone bubble dynamics to the well-undersatura
values calculated in Fig. 3. Such an effect, if it plays a ro
would thus further limit the allowed bubble sizes to smal
bubbles. Choosing the 0.1% case for a most dramatic
illustration, while the lower limit of allowed bubble size
remains virtually unchanged, the upper limit decreases
~for any viscosity value! less than 2.5mm, meaning that in
this case all allowed bubbles are below resonant size
MHz. Such a qualitative difference~from the saturated case!
would profoundly affect the effective sound speed in t
cavitation zone and thus would affect the primary HIF
propagation.

Figure 3 also shows the paths of two bubbles with init
radius of 50 nm in a 10% saturated medium which have
very different eventual fates. For the path labeled ‘‘a’’, w
have chosen a viscosity of twice that of water. This bub
grows very quickly and in roughly 14 cycles becomes sh
unstable. Such a bubble will break up, and likely one or m
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004 Yan
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fragments will repeat this process of growth and break
For the path labeled ‘‘b’’, we have chosen a viscosity of
times that of water. This bubble grows more slowly, a
eventually~after roughly 2 s! encounters the stable branch
the rectified diffusion threshold, where it will remain since
is shape stable.

B. Bubble size evolution

Based on the wide variety of bubble dynamics behavi
~from inertial collapse to sinusoidal oscillations, from pe
odic to chaotic motion! encountered in this parameter spac
one would expect and in fact observes in computation
large change in growth rates for different bubble sizes. F
ure 4 plots growth rates for growing bubbles at 3 MPa a
100% saturation. Though the growth is rather modest
higher viscosity and larger bubbles sizes, the effect of iner
bubble dynamics~expansion of up to 80 times the initia
a,
lid

,

FIG. 4. Contour plot of bubble growth rates at 3 MP
1 MHz, and dissolved gas concentration 100%. So
lines correspond to growth rates of, from top to bottom
0, 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10 000 m/s.
3427g et al.: Bubble dynamics in high-intensity focused ultrasound
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FIG. 5. Bubble equilibrium radius vs time for bubble
with initial radii ranging from 15 nm to 95 nm at 2 MPa
for different viscosities:~a! 0.05 Pa s and~b! 0.005 Pa s.
Dissolved gas concentration 20%.
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radius followed by violent collapse in a single cycle! is
clearly seen in the bunching of the growth rate contours
small ~10 to 100 nm! bubbles and small~0.001 to 0.02 Pa s!
viscosities.

The question arises as to whether or not this disparity
growth rates has implications for the temporal evolution
bubble size distributions. To investigate this question,
followed the growth of the bubble equilibrium radius for a
array of initial bubble equilibrium sizes from 15 nm to 10
nm undergoing a 2 MPa insonation in a 20% saturated m
dium. A ‘‘rectangular’’ distribution@full width at half maxi-
mum ~FWHM!;O~1!# corresponding to 1 bubble at eac
size in the range was used, and all initialR0 are above the
growth threshold. The results are shown in Fig. 5. In F
5~a!, when the viscosity is 0.05 Pa s, the first few time slic
reveal that, owing to the different growth rates experienc
by the small and large initial bubbles, a bimodal distributi
has developed. However, soon thereafter~by 5 ms! the ini-
tially slow-growing bubbles have caught up, so that by
end of the 25 ms interval the profile is very nearly flat aga
The mean radius is now, however, more than an orde
magnitude greater at roughly 3.5mm, so the FWHM at the
end of the 25 ms interval is O(1021).
3428 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004
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Figure 5~b! plots the same evolution when the viscos
is an order of magnitude lower~now five times that of wa-
ter!. The flat distribution evolves smoothly, and~though not
seen on this plot! the differences between bubble equilibriu
radii actually decrease from their initial value ofDR0

55 nm during the 25 ms insonation, resulting in a FWHM
the end of 25 ms that is O(1022). Thus, for this range of
viscosity values, an initial distribution of practically an
character would narrow as the insonation progressed, so
any disperse distribution would be smoothed out by
growth dynamics into a nearly monodisperse distribution

IV. DISCUSSION: WHICH BUBBLES WILL
CONTRIBUTE?

The main purpose of this study was to investigate bub
dynamics in a large parameter space relevant to HIFU, an
possible, bound the bubble size distribution that contribu
to the enhanced heating observed in experiments. O
bubbles that do not dissolve and that are shape stable
contribute to the heating. Bubbles which contribute to h
generation will thus be trapped in the wedge-shaped reg
between the two instability thresholds, perhaps further c
Yang et al.: Bubble dynamics in high-intensity focused ultrasound
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strained by the IC threshold though our experimental kno
edge is too incomplete to allow a stronger statement.

Two possible asymptotic behaviors naturally divide th
allowed bubble region into two areas. In the lower area, ch
acterized by viscosities on the order of water and illustra
by the path marked ‘‘a’’ in Fig. 3, bubbles will grow~rapidly!
until they encounter the shape instability threshold and br
up, whereupon a fragment may repeat the process. S
bubbles expand during one cycle to roughly 20 or m
times their initial size and collapse inertially, breaking
typically via the Rayleigh–Taylor mechanism. To make a
quantitative statement about the bubble sizes thus allo
one has to specify the acoustic pressure and frequency
example, for 2.5 MPa and 1 MHz HIFU in a material who
viscosity coefficient is between 0.001 Pa s~water! and 0.008
Pa s~whole blood at low shear rates!, we may expect bubble
to be distributed~unevenly, perhaps! between 10 nm and
roughly 1mm.

For higher values of viscosity in the upper area, illu
trated by the path marked ‘‘b’’, bubbles will grow until the
become trapped on the stable~since it has a negative slope!
rectified diffusion threshold, and these bubbles will sta
oscillate at that size. In this regime, the dissolved gas c
centration becomes the dominant factor in determining
upper size limit. Once again one has to specify paramete
infer a bubble size distribution. For 2.5 MPa and 1 MH
HIFU in a material whose apparent viscosity coefficient
between 0.02 Pa s~synovial fluid at moderate shear rate!
and 0.2 Pa s~SAE 20 oil!, we may expect bubbles to b
distributed between a common lower bound and an up
bound determined by the dissolved gas concentration.
lower the dissolved gas concentration, the lower the up
bound of bubble sizes. To cite two extreme cases, for 0
saturation, the bubble size distribution will range from abo
10 nm to only 2mm. For 100% saturation, bubbles cou
grow as large as 18mm, many times the~linear! resonant
size.

The disconnected shape instability regions in Fig. 3
caused by the strong nonlinearity of the oscillating bubb
In all simulations, we use the same initial conditions:R(0)
5R0 and Ṙ(0)50. For these strong nonlinear oscillatin
bubbles, different initial conditions may yield different radi
motions; i.e., it is very likely that there are multiple coexis
ing steady-state solutions~or attractors!.53,54 Such solutions
are only elicited~at fixed parameter values! if different initial
conditions are used. Thus, one would expect small shift
the calculated shape stability threshold for calculations
posing different initial conditions. Such shifts will typicall
be small compared to any experimental uncertainties in
rameters and measurements.

The calculated growth rates for small bubbles just ab
the Blake threshold are dramatically high, implying that su
bubbles survive only a few cycles. However, the calculat
of the growth rate has used the equilibrium value of bub
oscillation, averaged over a cycle. These facts suggest th
steady-state time-average calculation cannot be applie
these small bubbles without large errors, because the
growth ensures large departures from equilibrium. Thou
beyond the scope of this work, a more accurate treatmen
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these bubbles will be found by relaxing the implicit assum
tion that the smooth part of the mass diffusion problem
dominant ~see Refs. 48 and 50 for details!. For the larger
viscosity regions of parameter space, the contribution fr
these small bubbles will be small since bubbles will gro
and pass that region in a matter of a few cycles. For the sm
viscosity regions, whether a bubble survives one cycle or
will also be unimportant as long as the problems of inter
require hundreds or more cycles of oscillation. Thus, th
calculations should be valid for therapeutic situations prov
ing the ultrasound burst is at least 100 cycles or 100ms at 1
MHz.

We used a Newtonian model to investigate the bub
dynamics. We know however that real tissue materials
viscoelastic. We investigated a large range of viscosity to
to cover many of the possibilities. However, how good~or
bad! this approach is needs to be determined, and this
quires a numerically tractable non-Newtonian bubb
model.55,56 Another practical difficulty related to this prob
lem is that the viscoelastic material properties of tissue
general, are difficult to obtain, and moreover are strain-ty
and strain-rate dependent. Bubbles present a dilatati
strain, and nonlinearly varying strain rates~over a single
cycle of motion in many cases!. Ultimately, there is a need
for an explicit experimental investigation of bubble dynam
ics in viscoelastic media, including tissue.

V. CONCLUSION

These bubble dynamics results over a broad param
range allow an experimenter to narrow down the possibilit
for bubble sizes as long as some information about the
rameters (Pa , f, m, and ci /c0) of a given experiment is
available. The results may then be applied to calculate
bubbles contribution to the heat deposition during therap
tic ultrasound treatment. For example, in the series of tiss
mimicking experiments,10,11,57 the investigators found that
by applying these results to the interpretation of their exp
ments, they could infer that only something on the order
50 appropriately sized bubbles were required to account
the observed peak enhanced heating. Moreover, since
models as presented here are complete~they capture the
dominant physical phenomena of nontranslating bubbles
sound field! and numerically practical, they may be adopt
as tools for investigation of bubble effects~including heat-
ing! for other situations requiring predictive characterizati
of ultrasound applications.
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